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ABSTRACT

KEYWORDS

Nash equilibrium is a central concept in game theory. Several Nash
solvers exist, yet none scale to normal-form games with many actions and many players, especially those with payoff tensors too
big to be stored in memory. In this work, we propose an approach
that iteratively improves an approximation to a Nash equilibrium
through joint play. It accomplishes this by tracing a previously
established homotopy that defines a continuum of equilibria for the
game regularized with decaying levels of entropy. This continuum
asymptotically approaches the limiting logit equilibrium, proven
by McKelvey and Palfrey (1995) to be unique in almost all games,
thereby partially circumventing the well-known equilibrium selection problem of many-player games. To encourage iterates to
remain near this path, we efficiently minimize average deviation
incentive via stochastic gradient descent, intelligently sampling entries in the payoff tensor as needed. Monte Carlo estimates of the
stochastic gradient from joint play are biased due to the appearance of a nonlinear max operator in the objective, so we introduce
additional innovations to the algorithm to alleviate gradient bias.
The descent process can also be viewed as repeatedly constructing
and reacting to a polymatrix approximation to the game. In these
ways, our proposed approach, average deviation incentive descent
with adaptive sampling (ADIDAS), is most similar to three classical approaches, namely homotopy-type, Lyapunov, and iterative
polymatrix solvers. The lack of local convergence guarantees for
biased gradient descent prevents guaranteed convergence to Nash,
however, we demonstrate through extensive experiments the ability of this approach to approximate a unique Nash equilibrium in
normal-form games with as many as seven players and twenty
one actions (several billion outcomes) that are orders of magnitude
larger than those possible with prior algorithms.

Nash; Quantal Response Equilibrium; Limiting Logit Equilibrium;
Homotopy; N-player; Normal-form; Empirical Game Theory
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1

INTRODUCTION

Core concepts from game theory underpin many advances in multiagent systems research. Among these, Nash equilibrium is particularly prevalent. Despite the difficulty of computing a Nash equilibrium [15, 16], a plethora of algorithms [9, 26, 32, 44, 45] and suitable
benchmarks [41] have been developed, however, none address large
normal-form games with many actions and many players, especially
those too big to be stored in memory.
In this work, we develop an algorithm for approximating a Nash
equilibrium of a normal-form game with so many actions and players that only a small subset of the possible outcomes in the game
can be accessed at a time. We refer the reader to McKelvey and
McLennan [34] for a review of approaches for normal-form games.
Several algorithms exactly compute a Nash equilibrium for small
normal-form games and others efficiently approximate Nash equilibria for special game classes, however, practical algorithms for
approximating Nash in large normal-form games with many players, e.g. 7, and many actions, e.g., 21, is lacking. Computational
efficiency is of paramount importance for large games because a
general normal-form game with 𝑛 players and 𝑚 actions contains
𝑛𝑚𝑛 payoffs; simply enumerating all payoffs can be intractable
and renders classical approaches ineligible. A common approach is
to return the profile found by efficient no-regret algorithms that
sample payoffs as needed [8] although Flokas et al. [23] recently
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from the literature: games such as Colonel Blotto [2], classical Nash
benchmarks from the GAMUT library [41], and games relevant to
recent success on the 7-player game Diplomacy [1, 28].

proved that many from this family do not converge to mixed Nash
equilibria in all games, 2-player games included.
While significant progress has been made for computing Nash
in 2-player normal-form games which can be represented as a
linear complementarity problem, the many-player setting induces
a nonlinear complementarity problem, which is “often hopelessly
impractical to solve exactly” ([46], p. 105).1 The combination of
high dimensionality (𝑚𝑛 vs 𝑚 2 distinct outcomes) and nonlinearity
(utilities are degree-𝑛 polynomials in the strategies vs degree-2)
makes many-player games much more complex.
This more general problem arises in cutting-edge multiagent
research when learning [28] and evaluating [1] agents in Diplomacy,
a complex 7-player board game. Gray et al. [28] used no-regret
learning to approximate a Nash equilibrium of subsampled games,
however, this approach is brittle as we show later in Figure 4. In [1],
five Diplomacy bots were ranked according to their mass under an
approximate Nash equilibrium. We extend that work to encourage
convergence to a particular Nash and introduce sampling along with
several technical contributions to scale evaluation to 21 Diplomacy
bots, a >1000-fold increase in meta-game size.
Equilibrium computation has been an important component of
AI in multi-agent systems [46]. It has been (and remains) a critical
component of super-human AI in poker [11, 12, 40]. As mentioned
above, Nash computation also arises when strategically summarizing a larger domain by learning a lower dimensionality empirical
game [51]; such an approach was used in the AlphaStar League,
leading to an agent that beat humans in StarCraft [50].Ultimately,
this required solving for the Nash of a 2-player, 888-action game,
which can take several seconds using state-of-the-art solvers on
modern hardware. In contrast, solving an empirical game of Diplomacy, e.g., a 7-player 888-action game, would naively take longer
than the current age of the universe. This is well beyond the size of
any game we inspect here, however, we approximate the Nash of
games several orders of magnitude larger than previously possible,
thus taking a step towards this ambitious goal.
Our Contribution: We introduce stochastic optimization into
a classical homotopy approach resulting in an algorithm that avoids
the need to work with the full payoff tensor all at once and is,
to our knowledge, the first algorithm generally capable of practically approximating a unique Nash equilibrium in large (billions
of outcomes) many-player, many-action normal-form games. We
demonstrate our algorithm on 2, 3, 4, 6, 7 and 10 player games (10
in Appx. I; others in §5). We also perform various ablation studies
of our algorithm (Appx. F), compare against several baselines including solvers from the popular Gambit library (more in Appx. H),
and examine a range of domains (more in Appx. I). All appendices
can be found in the longer version of this paper [25].
The paper is organized as follows. After formulating the Nash
equilibrium problem for a general 𝑛-player normal-form game, we
review previous work. We discuss how we combine the insights
of classical algorithms with ideas from stochastic optimization to
develop our final algorithm, average deviation incentive descent with
adaptive sampling, or ADIDAS. Finally, we compare our proposed
algorithm against previous approaches on large games of interest

2

PRELIMINARIES

In a finite 𝑛-player game in normal form, each player 𝑖 ∈ {1, . . . , 𝑛}
is given a strategy set A𝑖 = {𝑎𝑖1, . . . , 𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑖 } consisting of 𝑚𝑖 pure
strategies. The pure strategies can be naturally indexed by nonnegative integers, so we redefine A𝑖 = {0, . . . , 𝑚𝑖 − 1} as an abuse
of notation for convenience. Each player 𝑖 is also given a payoff or
Î
utility function, 𝑢𝑖 : A → R where A = 𝑖 A𝑖 . In games where
the cardinality of each player’s strategy set is the same, we drop the
subscript on 𝑚𝑖 . Player 𝑖 may play a mixed strategy by sampling
from a distribution over their pure strategies. Let player 𝑖’s mixed
strategy be represented by a vector 𝑥𝑖 ∈ Δ𝑚𝑖 −1 where Δ𝑚𝑖 −1 is
the (𝑚𝑖 − 1)-dimensional probability simplex embedded in R𝑚𝑖 .
Each function 𝑢𝑖 is then extended to this domain so that 𝑢𝑖 (𝒙) =
Í
Î
𝒂 ∈A 𝑢𝑖 (𝒂)
𝑗 𝑥 𝑗𝑎 𝑗 where 𝒙 = (𝑥 1 , . . . , 𝑥𝑛 ) and 𝑎 𝑗 ∈ A 𝑗 denotes
player 𝑗’s component of the joint action 𝒂 ∈ A. For convenience,
let 𝑥 −𝑖 denote all components of 𝒙 belonging to players other than
player 𝑖.
Î
We say 𝒙 ∈ 𝑖 Δ𝑚𝑖 −1 is a Nash equilibrium iff, for all 𝑖 ∈
{1, . . . , 𝑛}, 𝑢𝑖 (𝑧𝑖 , 𝑥 −𝑖 ) ≤ 𝑢𝑖 (𝒙) for all 𝑧𝑖 ∈ Δ𝑚𝑖 −1 , i.e., no player has
any incentive to unilaterally deviate from 𝒙. Nash is most commonly
relaxed with 𝜖-Nash, an additive approximation: 𝑢𝑖 (𝑧𝑖 , 𝑥 −𝑖 ) ≤ 𝑢𝑖 (𝒙)+
𝜖 for all 𝑧𝑖 ∈ Δ𝑚𝑖 −1 . Later we explore the idea of regularizing utilities with a function 𝑆𝑖𝜏 (e.g., entropy) as follows:
𝑢𝑖𝜏 (𝒙) = 𝑢𝑖 (𝒙) + 𝑆𝑖𝜏 (𝑥𝑖 , 𝑥 −𝑖 ).

(1)

As an abuse of notation, let the atomic action 𝑎𝑖 also denote
the 𝑚𝑖 -dimensional “one-hot" vector with all zeros aside from a
1 at index 𝑎𝑖 ; its use should be clear from the context. And for
convenience, denote by 𝐻𝑖𝑙𝑖 = E𝑥 −𝑖𝑙 [𝑢𝑖 (𝑎𝑖 , 𝑎𝑙 , 𝑥 −𝑖𝑙 )] the Jacobian2 of
player 𝑖’s utility with respect to 𝑥𝑖 and 𝑥𝑙 ; 𝑥 −𝑖𝑙 denotes all strategies
belonging to players other than 𝑖 and 𝑙 and 𝑢𝑖 (𝑎𝑖 , 𝑎𝑙 , 𝑥 −𝑖𝑙 ) separates
out 𝑙’s strategy 𝑥𝑙 from the rest of the players 𝑥 −𝑖 . We also introduce
∇𝑥𝑖 𝑖 as player 𝑖’s utility gradient. Note player 𝑖’s utility can now be
written succinctly as 𝑢𝑖 (𝑥𝑖 , 𝑥 −𝑖 ) = 𝑥𝑖⊤ ∇𝑥𝑖 𝑖 = 𝑥𝑖⊤ 𝐻𝑖𝑙𝑖 𝑥𝑙 for any 𝑙.
In a polymatrix game, interactions between players are limited
to local, pairwise games, each of which is represented by matrices
𝑗
𝐻𝑖𝑖 𝑗 and 𝐻𝑖 𝑗 . This reduces the exponential 𝑛𝑚𝑛 payoffs required to
represent a general normal form game to a quadratic 𝑛(𝑛 − 1)𝑚 2 ,
an efficiency we leverage later.

2.1

Related work

Several approaches exist for computing Nash equilibria of 𝑛-player
normal form games3 . Simplicial Subdivision (SD) [49] searches for
an equilibrium over discretized simplices; accuracy depends on the
grid size which scales exponentially with the number of player actions. Govindan and Wilson [26] propose a homotopy method (GW)
that begins with the unique Nash distribution of a game whose
payoff tensor has been perturbed by an arbitrary constant tensor.
2 See

Appx. E.2 for an example derivation of the gradient if this form is unfamiliar.
that Double-Oracle [37] and PSRO [31] can be extended to n-player games,
but require an n-player normal form meta-solver (Nash-solver) and so cannot be
considered solvers in their own right. This work provides an approximate meta-solver.

1 While

3 Note

any n-player game can, in theory, be efficiently solved for approximate equilibria by reducing it to a two-player game, in practice this approach is not feasible for
solving large games due to the blowups involved in the reductions. Details in Appx. B.
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of the players’ joint actions (sampled from 𝒙 after each update)
rather than computing payoffs as exact expectations.

3

DEVIATION INCENTIVE & WARM-UP

We propose minimizing the energy function in equation (2) below, average deviation incentive (ADI), to approximate a Nash equilibrium of a large, entropy-regularized normal form game. This
loss measures, on average, how much a single agent can exploit
the rest of the population by deviating from a joint strategy 𝒙.
For sake of exposition, we drop the normalizing constant from
the denominator (number of players, 𝑛), and consider the sum instead of the average. This quantity functions as a loss that can be
Î
minimized over X = 𝑖 Δ𝑚𝑖 −1 to find a Nash distribution. Note
Í
that when ADI is zero, 𝒙 is a Nash. Also, if 𝑘 is replaced by
max𝑘 , this loss measures the 𝜖 of an 𝜖-Nash, and therefore, equation (2) is an upper bound on this 𝜖. Lastly, note that, in general, this loss function is non-convex and so convergence to local,
suboptimal minima is theoretically possible if naively minimizing via first order methods like gradient descent —we explain in
§3.1 how we circumvent this pitfall via temperature annealing. Let
BR𝑘 = BR(𝑥 −𝑘 ) = arg max𝑧𝑘 ∈Δ𝑚𝑘 −1 𝑢𝑘𝜏 (𝑧𝑘 , 𝑥 −𝑘 ) be player 𝑘’s best
response to all other players’ current strategies where 𝑢𝑘𝜏 is player
𝑘’s utility regularized by entropy with temperature 𝜏 and formally
define

Figure 1: Algorithm Comparison and Overview.

GW then scales back this perturbation while updating the Nash
to that of the transformed game. GW is considered an extension
of the classic Lemke-Howson algorithm (1964) to 3+ player games
(see §4.3, p. 107 of [46]). Another homotopy approach perturbs the
payoffs with entropy bonuses, and evolves the Nash distribution
along a continuum of quantal response equilibria (QREs) using a
predictor-corrector method to integrate a differential equation [48]
—we also aim to follow this same continuum. In a slightly different
approach, Perolat et al. [43] propose an adaptive regularization
scheme that repeatedly solves for the equilibrium of a transformed
game. Simple search methods [44] that approach Nash computation
as a constraint satisfaction problem appear to scale better than
GW and SD as measured on GAMUT benchmarks [41]. Lyapunov
approaches minimize non-convex energy functions with the property that zero energy implies Nash [46], however these approaches
may suffer from convergence to local minima with positive energy.
In some settings, such as polymatrix games with payoffs in [0, 1],
gradient descent on appropriate energy functions4 guarantees a
( 12 + 𝛿)-Nash in time polynomial in 𝛿1 [18] and performs well in
practice [17].

incentive to deviate to BR𝑘 vs 𝒙𝑘

}|
{
Õz
𝜏
L𝑎𝑑𝑖
(𝒙) =
𝑢𝑘𝜏 (BR𝑘 , 𝑥 −𝑘 ) − 𝑢𝑘𝜏 (𝑥𝑘 , 𝑥 −𝑘 ) .

(2)

𝑘

If 𝜏 = 0, we drop the superscript and use L𝑎𝑑𝑖 . The Nash equilibrium of the game regularized with Shannon entropy is called a
quantal response equilibrium, QRE(𝜏) (see p. 152-154, 343 of [24]).
Average deviation incentive has been interpreted as a pseudodistance from Nash in prior work, where it is referred to as NashConv
[31]. We prefer average deviation incentive because it more precisely describes the function and allows room for exploring alternative losses in future work. The objective can be decomposed into
terms that depend on 𝑥𝑘 (second term) and 𝑥 −𝑘 (both terms). Minimizing the second term w.r.t. 𝑥𝑘 seeks strategies with high utility,
while minimizing both terms w.r.t. 𝑥 −𝑘 seeks strategies that cannot
be exploited by player 𝑘. In reducing L𝑎𝑑𝑖 , each player 𝑘 seeks
a strategy that not only increases their payoff but also removes
others’ temptation to exploit them.
A related algorithm is Exploitability Descent (ED) [33]. Rather
than minimizing L𝑎𝑑𝑖 , each player independently maximizes their
utility assuming the other players play their best responses. In
the two-player normal-form setting, ED is equivalent to extragradient [29] (see Appx. K.2). However, ED is only guaranteed
to converge to Nash in two-player, zero-sum games. We include
a comparison against ED as well as Fictitious-play, another popular multiagent algorithm, in Appx. H.1. We also relate L𝑎𝑑𝑖 to
Consensus optimization [39] in Appx. K.1.

Teaser. Our proposed algorithm consists of two key conceptual
schemes. One lies at the crux of homotopy methods (see Figures 1
and 2). We initialize the Nash approximation, 𝒙, to the joint uniform
distribution, the unique Nash of a game with infinite-temperature
entropy regularization. The temperature is then annealed over time.
To recover the Nash at each temperature, we minimize an appropriately adapted energy function via (biased) stochastic gradient
descent. This minimization approach can be seen as simultaneously
learning a suitable polymatrix decomposition of the game similarly
to Govindan and Wilson [27] but from batches of stochastic play,
i.e., we compute Monte Carlo estimates of the payoffs in the bimatrix game between every pair of players by observing the outcomes

3.1

Warm-Up

McKelvey and Palfrey [36] proved the existence of a continuum
of QREs starting at the uniform distribution (infinite temperature)
and ending at what they called the limiting logit equilibrium (LLE).

Í
(2) but with max instead of over player regrets. Note that for symmetric
games with symmetric equilibria, these are equivalent up to a multiplicative factor 𝑛 .

4 Equation
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Î
play, 𝒂 ∼ 𝑖 𝑥𝑖 . The best response operator, BR, is nonlinear and
hence can introduce bias if applied to random samples. For example,
consider the game given in Table 1 and assume 𝑥 2 = [0.5, 0.5] ⊤ .

Furthermore, they showed this path is unique for almost all games,
partially circumventing the equilibrium selection problem. We encourage the reader to look ahead at Figure 2 for a visual of the
homotopy that may prove helpful for the ensuing discussions.
In this work, we assume we are given one of these common
games with a unique path (no branching points) so that the LLE
is well defined (Assumption 1). Furthermore, we assume there
exist no “turning points” in the temperature 𝜏 along the continuum
(Assumption 2). Turocy [48] explains that even in generic games,
temperature might have to be temporarily increased in order to
remain on the path (principal branch) to the LLE. However, Turocy
also proves there exists a 𝜏 ∗ such that no turning points exist with
𝜏 > 𝜏 ∗ suggesting that as long as we remain near the principal
branch after 𝜏 ∗ , we can expect to proceed to the LLE.
We follow the principal path by alternating between annealing
the temperature and re-solving for the Nash at that temperature
𝜏 . We present a basic version of our approach
by minimizing L𝑎𝑑𝑖
that converges to the limiting logit equilibrium assuming access to
exact gradients in Algorithm 1 (proof in Appx. D). We substitute
𝜆 = 𝜏1 and initialize 𝜆 = 0 in order to begin at infinite temperature.
The proof of this simple warm-up algorithm relies on the detailed
examination of the continuum of QREs proposed in [36] and further analyzed in [48]. Theorem 1 presented below is essentially a
succinct repetition of one of their known results (Assumptions 3
and 4 below are expanded on in Appx. D). In subsequent sections,
we relax the exact gradient assumption and assume gradients are
estimated from stochasic play (i.e., each agent samples an action
from their side of the current approximation to the Nash).

𝑢 1 𝑎 21 𝑎 22
𝑢 2 𝑎 21 𝑎 22
𝑎 11
0
0
𝑎 11
0
0
𝑎 12
1
-2
𝑎 12
0
0
𝑎 13 -2
𝑎 13
1
0
0
Table 1: A 2-player game with biased stochastic BR’s.

Consider computing (row) player 1’s best response to a single
action sampled from (column) player 2’s strategy 𝑥 2 . Either 𝑎 21
or 𝑎 22 will be sampled with equal probability, which results in
a best response of either 𝑎 12 or 𝑎 13 respectively. However, the
true expected utilities for each of player 1’s actions given player
2’s strategy are [0, −0.5, −0.5] for which the best response is the
first index, 𝑎 11 . The best response operator completely filters out
information on the utility of the true best response 𝑎 11 . Intuitively,
a soft best response operator, demonstrated in equations (3)-(5),
that allows some utility information for each of the actions to pass
through could alleviate the problem:
E[BR𝜏→0 ] = [0.00, 0.50, 0.50]

2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:

(4)

] ≈ [0.42, 0.29, 0.29].

(5)

E[BR

By adding an entropy regularizer to the utilities, 𝜏H (𝑥𝑖 ), we induce
a soft-BR. Therefore, the homotopy approach has the added benefit
of partially alleviating gradient bias for moderate temperatures.
Further empirical analysis of bias can be found in Appx. F.1.

Given: Total anneal steps 𝑇𝜆 , total optimizer iterations 𝑇 ∗ , and
anneal step size Δ𝜆.
𝜆=0
𝒙 ← { 𝑚1𝑖 1 ∀ 𝑖}
for 𝑡𝜆 = 1 : 𝑇𝜆 do
𝜆 ← 𝜆 + Δ𝜆
𝜏=𝜆 −1 , 𝒙
∗
𝒙 ← OPT(loss = L𝑎𝑑𝑖
𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡 = 𝒙, 𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑠 = 𝑇 )
end for
return 𝒙

4

ADIDAS

In the previous section, we laid out the conceptual approach we take
and identified bias as a potential issue to scaling up computation
with Monte Carlo approximation. Here, we inspect the details of
our approach, introduce further modifications to reduce the issue
of bias, and present our resulting algorithm ADIDAS. Finally, we
discuss the advantages of our approach for scaling to large games.

4.1

Deviation Incentive Gradient

Regularizing the utilities with weighted Shannon entropy, 𝑢𝑘𝜏 (𝒙) =
Í
𝑢𝑘 (𝒙) + 𝑆𝑘𝜏 (𝑥𝑘 , 𝑥 −𝑘 ), where 𝑆𝑘𝜏 (𝑥𝑘 , 𝑥 −𝑘 ) = −𝜏 𝑎𝑘 𝑥𝑘𝑎𝑘 ln(𝑥𝑘𝑎𝑘 ),
leads to the following average deviation incentive gradient derived
𝑗
in Appx. E where BR 𝑗 = softmax(∇𝑥 𝑗 /𝜏) and diag(𝑣) creates a
diagonal matrix with 𝑣 on the diagonal:

Theorem 1. Make assumptions 1 and 2. Also, assume the QREs
along the homotopy path have bounded sensitivity to 𝜆 given by
a parameter 𝜎 (Assumption 3), and basins of attraction with radii
lower bounded by 𝑟 (Assumption 4). Let the step size Δ𝜆 ≤ 𝜎 (𝑟 − 𝜖)
with tolerance 𝜖. And let 𝑇 ∗ be the supremum over all 𝑇 such that
Assumption 4 is satisfied for any inverse temperature 𝜆 ≥ Δ𝜆. Then,
assuming gradient descent for OPT, Algorithm 1 converges to the
∗
∗ in the limit as 𝑇 → ∞.
limiting logit equilibrium 𝒙 𝜆=∞
= 𝒙𝜏=0
𝜆

3.2

] ≈ [0.26, 0.37, 0.37]

𝜏=10

E[BR

Algorithm 1 Warm-up: Anneal & Descend
1:

(3)

𝜏=1

policy gradient

z
}|
{
𝜏
∇𝑥𝑖 L𝑎𝑑𝑖
(𝒙) = − (∇𝑥𝑖 𝑖 − 𝜏 (ln(𝑥𝑖 ) + 1))
i
Õh
𝑗
𝑗
+
𝐽𝑥𝑖 (BR 𝑗 ) ⊤ (∇𝑥 𝑗 − 𝜏 (ln(BR 𝑗 ) + 1)) + 𝐻𝑖 𝑗 (BR 𝑗 − 𝑥 𝑗 )

𝜏 with Joint Play
Evaluating L𝑎𝑑𝑖

(6)

𝑗≠𝑖

In the warm up, we assumed we could compute exact gradients
which required access to the entire payoff tensor. However, we want
to solve very large games where enumerating the payoff tensor is
prohibitively expensive. Therefore, we are particularly interested
𝜏 when only given access to samples of joint
in minimizing L𝑎𝑑𝑖

1
𝑗
(diag(BR 𝑗 ) − BR 𝑗 BR⊤
(7)
𝑗 )𝐻 𝑗𝑖 .
𝜏
+
Í
𝑗
𝜏 (𝒙) 𝜏→0
In the limit, ∇𝑥𝑖 L𝑎𝑑𝑖
= −∇𝑥𝑖 𝑖 + 𝑗≠𝑖 𝐻𝑖 𝑗 (BR 𝑗 − 𝑥 𝑗 ). The
first term is recognized as player 𝑖’s payoff or policy gradient. The
with 𝐽𝑥𝑖 (BR 𝑗 ) =
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second term is a correction that accounts for the other players’
incentives to exploit player 𝑖 through a strategy deviation. Each
𝑗
𝐻𝑖 𝑗 approximates player 𝑗’s payoffs in the bimatrix game between
players 𝑖 and 𝑗. Recall from the preliminaries that in a polymatrix
game, these matrices capture the game exactly. We also explore an
adaptive Tsallis entropy in Appx. E.

4.2

by way of a quasi-stationary process—see Figure 2. Whenever the
𝜏 below a threshold
algorithm finds a joint strategy 𝒙 exhibiting L̂𝑎𝑑𝑖
𝜖 for the game regularized with temperature 𝜏, the temperature is
exponentially reduced (line 15 of ADIDAS) as suggested in [48]. Incorporating stochastic optimization into the process enables scaling
the classical homotopy approach to extremely large games (large
payoff tensors). At the same time, the homotopy approach selects
a unique limiting equilibrium and, symbiotically, helps alleviate
gradient bias, further amortized by the reuse of historical play.

Amortized Estimates with Historical Play

Section 3.2 discusses the bias that can be introduced when best
responding to sampled joint play and how the annealing process
of the homotopy method helps alleviate it by softening the BR
operator with entropy regularization. To reduce the bias further,
we could evaluate more samples from 𝒙, however, this increases
the required computation. Alternatively, assuming strategies have
changed minimally over the last few updates (i.e., 𝒙 (𝑡 −2) ≈ 𝒙 (𝑡 −1) ≈
𝒙 (𝑡 ) ), we can instead reuse historical play to improve estimates.
We accomplish this by introducing an auxiliary variable 𝑦𝑖 that
computes an exponentially averaged estimate of each player 𝑖’s
payoff gradient ∇𝑥𝑖 𝑖 throughout the descent similarly to Sutton et al.
𝜏 , as follows:
[47]. We also use 𝑦𝑖 to compute an estimate of ADI, L̂𝑎𝑑𝑖
Õ
𝜏
ˆ 𝑘 − 𝑥𝑘 ) + 𝑆 𝜏 ( BR
ˆ 𝑘 , 𝑥 −𝑘 ) − 𝑆 𝜏 (𝑥𝑘 , 𝑥 −𝑘 ) (8)
L̂𝑎𝑑𝑖
(𝒙, 𝒚) =
𝑦𝑘⊤ ( BR
𝑘
𝑘

Limitations: As mentioned earlier, gradient bias precludes a rigorous convergence proof of ADIDAS. However, recent work showed
that gradient estimators that are biased, but consistent worked well
empirically [14] and follow-up analysis suggests consistency may
be an important property [13]. Bias is also being explored in the
more complex Riemannian optimization setting where it has been
proven that the amount of bias in the gradient shifts the stationary
point by a proportional amount [19]. Note that ADIDAS gradients
are also consistent in the limit of infinite samples of joint play, and
we also find that biased stochastic gradient descent maintains an
adequate level of performance for the purpose of our experiments.
No-regret algorithms scale, but have been proven not to converge
to Nash [23] and classical solvers [35] converge to Nash, but do
not scale. ADIDAS suffers from gradient bias, an issue that may
be further mitigated by future research. In this sense, ADIDAS is
one of the few, if only, algorithms that can practically approximate
Nash in many-player, many-action normal-form games.

𝑘
𝜏
⊤
ˆ 𝑘 = arg max
where BR
𝑧𝑘 ∈Δ𝑚𝑘 −1 𝑦𝑘 𝑧𝑘 +𝑆𝑘 (𝑧𝑘 , 𝑥 −𝑘 ) is computed with

𝑦𝑘 instead of ∇𝑥𝑘𝑘 . Likewise, replace all ∇𝑥𝑘𝑘 with 𝑦𝑘 and BR𝑘 with
ˆ 𝑘 in equations (6) and (7) when computing the gradient:
BR

4.3

Putting It All Together

Alg Family

Algorithm 2 ADIDAS
1:

2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:

14:
15:
16:
17:
18:

Classical

No-Regret

This Work

Convergence to Nash
Yes
No
Yes†
𝑛
‡
Payoffs Queried
𝑛𝑚
𝑇𝑛𝑚
𝑇 (𝑛𝑚) 2
†
Table 2: Comparison of solvers. See Limitations in §4.3 and
Appx. D.2. ‡ Reduce to 𝑇 at the expense of higher variance.

Given: Strategy learning rate 𝜂𝑥 , auxiliary learning rate 𝜂 𝑦 ,
initial temperature 𝜏 (= 100), ADI threshold 𝜖, total iterations 𝑇 ,
simulator G𝑖 that returns player 𝑖’s payoff given a joint action.
𝒙 ← { 𝑚1𝑖 1 ∀ 𝑖}
𝒚 ← {0 ∀ 𝑖}
for 𝑡 = 1 : 𝑇 do
𝑎𝑖 ∼ 𝑥 𝑖 ∀ 𝑖
for 𝑖 ∈ {1, . . . , 𝑛} do
for 𝑗 ≠ 𝑖 ∈ {1, . . . , 𝑛} do
𝐻𝑖𝑖 𝑗 [𝑟, 𝑐] ← G𝑖 (𝑟, 𝑐, 𝑎 −𝑖 𝑗 ) ∀ 𝑟 ∈ A𝑖 , 𝑐 ∈ A 𝑗
end for
end for
∇𝑥𝑖 𝑖 = 𝐻𝑖𝑖 𝑗 𝑥 𝑗 for any 𝑥 𝑗 (or average the result over all 𝑗)

4.4

Complexity and Savings

A normal form game may also be represented with a tensor 𝑈 in
which each entry 𝑈 [𝑖, 𝑎 1, . . . , 𝑎𝑛 ] specifies the payoff for player
𝑖 under the joint action (𝑎 1, . . . , 𝑎𝑛 ). In order to demonstrate the
computational savings of our approach, we evaluate the ratio of
the number of entries in 𝑈 to the number of entries queried (in the
𝜏 . This
sense of [4, 21, 22]) for computing a single gradient, ∇L𝑎𝑑𝑖
ratio represents the number of steps that a gradient method can
𝜏 exactly in expectation.
take before it is possible to compute L𝑎𝑑𝑖
Without further assumptions on the game, the number of entries
in a general payoff tensor is 𝑛𝑚𝑛 . In contrast, computing the sto𝑗
chastic deviation incentive gradient requires computing 𝐻𝑖 𝑗 for all

𝑦𝑖 ← 𝑦𝑖 − max( 𝑡1 , 𝜂 𝑦 ) (∇𝑥𝑖 𝑖 − 𝑦𝑖 )
𝜏 (𝒙, 𝒚) (def. in §4.2 and code in Appx. L)
𝑥𝑖 ← 𝑥𝑖 − 𝜂𝑥 ∇𝑥𝑖 L̂𝑎𝑑𝑖
𝜏 (𝒙, 𝒚) < 𝜖 (def. in equation (8)) then
if L̂𝑎𝑑𝑖
𝜏 ← 𝜏2
end if
end for
return 𝒙

𝑖, 𝑗 requiring less than (𝑛𝑚) 2 entries5 . The resulting ratio is 𝑛1 𝑚𝑛−2 .
For a 7-player, 21-action game, this implies at least 580, 000 descent
updates can be used by stochastic gradient descent.
If the game is fully symmetric and we desire a symmetric Nash,
(𝑚+𝑛−1)!
the payoff tensor can be represented more concisely with 𝑛!(𝑚−1)!
entries (number of multisets of cardinality 𝑛 with elements taken

Algorithm 2, ADIDAS, is our final algorithm. ADIDAS attempts
to approximate the unique continuum of quantal response equilibria

5 Recall
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We use the following notation to indicate variants of the algorithms compared in Table 3. A 𝑦 superscript prefix, e.g., 𝑦 QRE,
indicates the estimates of payoff gradients are amortized using
historical play; its absence indicates that a fresh estimate is used
instead. 𝑥¯𝑡 indicates that the average deviation incentive reported
is for the average of 𝒙 (𝑡 ) over learning. A subscript of ∞ indicates
best responses are computed with respect to the true expected
payoff gradient (infinite samples). A superscript 𝑎𝑢𝑡𝑜 indicates the
temperature 𝜏 is annealed according to line 15 of Algorithm 2. An 𝑠
in parentheses indicates lines 5-10 of ADIDAS are repeated 𝑠 times,
and the resulting 𝐻𝑖𝑖 𝑗 ’s are averaged for a more accurate estimate.
Each game is solved on 1 CPU, except Diplomacy (see Appx. A).

(a) ADIDAS pathologies

FTRL
RM
ATE
QRE

𝜂𝑥 10−5, 10−4, 10−3, 10−2, 10−1
𝜂𝑥−1 · 𝜂 𝑦 1, 10, 100
𝜏 0.0, 0.01, 0.05, 0.10
Π Δ (∇L𝑎𝑑𝑖 ) Boolean
Bregman-𝜓 (𝒙) { 12 ||𝒙 || 2, −H (𝒙)}
𝜖 0.01, 0.05
Table 4: Hyperparameter Sweeps

(b) 10-player, 2-action El Farol homotopy

Figure 2: (a) In the presence of multiple equilibria, ADIDAS
may fail to follow the path to the uniquely defined Nash
due to gradient noise, gradient bias, and a coarse annealing
schedule. If these issues are severe, they can cause the algo𝜏 —see Figure 5b
rithm to get stuck at a local optimum of L𝑎𝑑𝑖
in §5.2. (b) Such concerns are minimal for the El Farol Bar
stage game by Arthur [3]. The solid black curves represent
(biased) descent trajectories while the dashed segments indicate the temperature is being annealed.

Sweeps are conducted over whether to project gradients onto
the simplex (Π Δ (∇L𝑎𝑑𝑖 )), whether to use a Euclidean projection
or entropic mirror descent [5] to constrain iterates to the simplex,
and over learning rates. Averages over 10 runs of the best hyperparameters are then presented6 except for Diplomacy for which we
present all settings attempted (more in Appx. I.2). Performance is
measured by L𝑎𝑑𝑖 , a.k.a. NashConv [31]. For symmetric games, we
enforce searching for a symmetric equilibrium (see Appx. C).
For sake of exposition, we do not present all baselines in all plots,
however, we include the full suite of comparisons in the appendix.
Our experiments demonstrate that without any additional prior
information on the game, ADIDAS is the only practical approach for
approximating a Nash equilibrium over many-players and manyactions. We argue this by systematically ruling out other approaches
on a range of domains. For example, in Figure 3, RM reduces ADI
adequately in Blotto. We do not present RM with improvements in
Figure 3 such as using exact expectations, RM∞ , or averaging its
iterates, RM(𝑥¯𝑡 ), because we show that both these fail to save RM on
the GAMUT game in Figure 4. In other words, we do not present
baselines that are unnecessary for logically supporting the claim
above. Code is available at github.com/deepmind/open_spiel [30].

from a finite set of cardinality 𝑚). The number of entries required
for a stochastic gradient is less than 𝑚 2 . Again, for a 7-player 21action game, this implies at least 2, 000 update steps. Although there
are fewer unique entries in a symmetric game, we are not aware of
libraries that allow sparse storage of or efficient arithmetic on such
permutation-invariant tensors. ADIDAS can exploit this symmetry.

5

Simultaneous Gradient Ascent
Regret-Matching [7]
ADIDAS with Tsallis (Appx. G)
ADIDAS with Shannon
Table 3: Algorithms

EXPERIMENTS

We test the performance of ADIDAS empirically on very large
games. We begin by considering Colonel Blotto, a deceptively complex challenge domain still under intense research [6, 10], implemented in OpenSpiel [30]. For reference, both the 3 and 4-player
variants we consider are an order of magnitude (> 20×) larger
than the largest games explored in [44]. We find that no-regret
approaches as well as existing methods from Gambit [35] begin to
fail at this scale, whereas ADIDAS performs consistently well. At
the same time, we empirically validate our design choice regarding
amortizing gradient estimates (§4.2). Finally, we end with our most
challenging experiment, the approximation of a unique Nash of a
7-player, 21-action (> billion outcome) Diplomacy meta-game.

5.1

Med-Scale re. §4.4

Govindan-Wilson is considered a state-of-the-art Nash solver, but
it does not scale well to large games. For example, on a symmetric,
4-player Blotto game with 66 actions (10 coins, 3 fields), GW, as
6 Best

hyperparameters are used because we expect running ADIDAS with multiple
hyperparameter settings in parallel to be a pragmatic approach to approximating Nash.
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(a) 3-player, 286-action Blotto
(a) 2-player, 3-action modified Shapley’s

(b) 4-player, 66-action Blotto

Figure 3: Amortizing estimates of joint play using 𝒚 can
reduce gradient bias, further improving performance (e.g.,
compare QRE𝑎𝑢𝑡𝑜 to 𝑦 QRE𝑎𝑢𝑡𝑜 in (a) or (b)).

(b) 6-player, 5-action GAMUT-D7

Figure 4: ADIDAS reduces L𝑎𝑑𝑖 in both these nonsymmetric games. In contrast, regret matching stalls or diverges in
game (a) and diverges in game (b). FTRL makes progress in
game (a) but stalls in game (b). In game (a), created by Ostrovski and van Strien [42], to better test performance, 𝒙 is
initialized randomly rather than with the uniform distribution because the Nash is at uniform.

implemented in Gambit, is estimated to take 53,000 hours7 . Of the
solvers implemented in Gambit, none finds a symmetric Nash equilibrium within an hour8 . Of those, gambit-logit [48] is expected
to scale most gracefully. Experiments from the original paper are
run on maximum 5-player games (2-actions per player) and 20action games (2-players), so the 4-player, 66-action game is well
outside the original design scope. Attempting to run gambit-logit
anyways with a temperature 𝜏 = 1 returns an approximate Nash
with L𝑎𝑑𝑖 = 0.066 after 101 minutes. In contrast, Figure 3b shows
ADIDAS achieves a lower ADI in ≈ 3 minutes.

represents a snapshot taken from an RL training run on Diplomacy [1]. In this case, the expected value of each entry in the payoff
tensor represents a winrate. Each entry can only be estimated by
simulating game play, and the result of each game is a Bernoulli
random variable (ruling out deterministic approaches, e.g., gambit).
To estimate winrate within 0.01 (ADI within 0.02) of the true estimate with probability 95%, a Chebyshev bound implies more than
223 samples are needed. The symmetric payoff tensor contains 330
unique entries, requiring over 73 thousand games in total. ADIDAS
achieves near zero ADI in less than 7 thousand iterations with 50
samples of joint play per iteration (≈ 5× the size of the tensor).

Auxiliary 𝑦 re. §4.2. The introduction of auxiliary variables 𝑦𝑖
are supported by the results in Figure 3—𝑦 QRE𝑎𝑢𝑡𝑜 significantly
improves performance over QRE𝑎𝑢𝑡𝑜 and with low algorithmic cost.
No-regret, No-convergence re. §4.3. In Figure 3, FTRL and RM achieve
low ADI quickly in some cases. FTRL has recently been proven not
to converge to Nash, and this is suggested to be true of no-regret algorithms in general [23, 38]. Before proceeding, we demonstrate empirically in Figure 4 that FTRL and RM fail on games where ADIDAS
significantly reduces ADI. Note that GAMUT (D7) was highlighted
as a particularly challenging problem for Nash solvers in [44].

5.2

Continuum of QREs approaching LLE. The purpose of this work is
to approximate a unique Nash (the LLE) which ADIDAS is designed
to do, however, the approach ADIDAS takes of attempting to track
the continuum of QREs (or the continuum defined by the Tsallis
entropy) allows returning these intermediate QRE strategies which
may be of interest. Access to these intermediate approximations
can be useful when a game playing program cannot wait for ADIDAS’s final output to play a strategy, for example, in online play.
Interestingly, human play appears to track the continuum of QREs
in some cases where the human must both learn about the game
(rules, payoffs, etc.) whilst also evolving their strategy [36].

Large-Scale

Figure 5 demonstrates an empirical game theoretic analysis [51]
of a large symmetric 7-player Diplomacy meta-game where each
player elects 1 of 5 trained bots to play on their behalf. Each bot
7 Public

correspondence with primary gambit developer [link].

8 gambit-enumpoly returns several non-symmetric, pure Nash equilibria. Solvers listed

in Appx. H.2. Symmetric equilibria are necessary for ranking in symmetric meta-games.
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alternative). As expected, bots later in training (darker lines) have
higher mass under the Nash distribution computed by 𝑦 ATE𝑎𝑢𝑡𝑜 .
Runtime is discussed in Appx. A.
Importance of Entropy Bonus. Figure 6a shows how the automated annealing mechanism (𝑦 ATE𝑎𝑢𝑡𝑜 ) seeks to maintain entropy
regularization near a “sweet spot" —too little entropy (𝑦 ATE0.0 ) results in an erratic evolution of the Nash approximation and too
much entropy (𝑦 ATE1.0 ) prevents significant movement from the
initial uniform distribution. Figure 6b shows that ADIDAS with the
automated annealing mechanism meant to trace the QRE continuum achieves a lower ADI than its fixed temperature variants.

(a) 7-player, 5-action symmetric Nash (𝑥𝑡 )

(b) ADI Estimate

Figure 5: (a) Evolution of the symmetric Nash approximation returned by ADIDAS for the 7-player Diplomacy metagame that considers a subset {0, 2, 4, 10, 20} of the available
21 bots; (b) ADI estimated from auxiliary variable 𝒚𝑡 . Black
vertical lines indicate the temperature 𝜏 was annealed.

(a) 7-player, 21-action symmetric Nash (𝑥𝑡 )

Notice in Figure 5 that the trajectory of the Nash approximation
is not monotonic; for example, see the kink around 2000 iterations
where bots 10 and 20 swap rank. The continuum of QRE’s from
𝜏 = ∞ to 𝜏 = 0 is known to be complex providing further reason to
carefully estimate ADI and its gradients.
Convergence to a Local Optimum. One can also see from Figure 5b
that 𝑦 ATE0.0 has converged to a suboptimal local minimum in the
energy landscape. This is likely due to the instability and bias in the
gradients computed without any entropy bonus; notice the erratic
behavior of its ADI within the first 2000 iterations.

5.3

(b) ADI Estimate

Figure 6: (a) Evolution of the symmetric Nash approximation returned by ADIDAS for the 7-player, 21-bot Diplomacy
meta-game; (b) ADI estimated from auxiliary variable 𝑦𝑡 .
Black vertical lines indicate the temperature 𝜏 was annealed.

Very Large-Scale re. §4.4

Finally, we repeat the above analysis with all 21 bots. To estimate
winrate within 0.015 (ADI within 0.03) of the true estimate with
probability 95%, a Chebyshev bound implies approximately 150
samples are needed. The symmetric payoff tensor contains 888, 030
unique entries, requiring over 100 million games in total. Note that
ignoring the symmetry would require simulating 150 × 217 ≈ 270
billion games and computing over a trillion payoffs (×7 players).
Simulating all games, as we show, is unnecessarily wasteful, and
just storing the entire payoff tensor in memory, let alone computing
with it would be prohibitive without special permutation-invariant
data structures (≈ 50GB with float32). In Figure 6a, ADIDAS with
𝜂𝑥 = 𝜂 𝑦 = 0.1 and 𝜖 = 0.001 achieves a stable ADI below 0.03 in less
than 100 iterations with 10 samples of joint play per iteration and
each game repeated 7 times (< 2.5% of the games run by the naive

In the appendix, we perform additional ablation studies (e.g., no
𝜏 , compare against
entropy, annealing), measure accuracy of L̂𝑎𝑑𝑖
more algorithms on other domains, and consider Tsallis entropy.

6

CONCLUSION

Existing algorithms either converge to Nash, but do not scale to
large games or scale to large games, but do not converge to Nash.
We proposed an algorithm to fill this void that queries necessary
payoffs through sampling, obviating storing the full payoff tensor in memory. ADIDAS is principled and shown empirically to
approximate Nash in large-normal form games.
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